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star wars: the visual encyclopedia features more than
2,500 stunning images that bring the universe alive.
from the smallest starships to the largest worlds, and
from the most familiar characters to the most obscure
aliens, this is your definitive guide to the whole star
wars saga. in association with lucasfilm, star wars: the
visual encyclopedia features more than 2,500 stunning
images that bring the universe alive. armed with his
canon 5d mkiii, 12-24mm, 70-200mm, 4x5, dslr, he has
captured the imagination of star wars fans with
stunning images of the films and locations. his passion
for star wars has seen him travel the world to capture
the most extraordinary locations and culture in order
to capture the magic of star wars. as of late, he has
been living on the road and performing as a musician,
dj and vocalist. in the end, bray says of his
photography, everyone should have a camera and if
you do, chances are you'll end up with images that
rival the big studios. he offers a collection of his
images at star wars and instagram. the experts are
adamant that this is the best book on the subject by
far. in this case, the expert is dale dougherty, who has
worked on the star wars archives and now has an
official the force podcast. he has done a lot of work for
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comics, video games, dvds and even interactive
novels. he's currently working on the upcoming star
wars media project, which is slated for release in 2020.
the book is a beautiful hardcover book and has a great
weight to it. it feels great to hold and the quality of the
production is really high. the book is over two hundred
pages and includes a section on the first order, the
republic and the new republic. it's a great book for
those who have seen the movies and want to know
more about the world of star wars. if youve never seen
a star wars movie, this is the perfect place to start.
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